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Some time not too long ago in a fictional dimension of „Office 
Party“…

Office Party
Commissioned Story

Assistant Lab Rat II
Bust Enhancer Tinkering

Previously on „Assistant Lab Rat“ we‘ve been following
James, Stacey‘s clumsy Assistant who has managed to
turn the table on Stacey at the last minute by
accidentally mixing up the control Tiaras. Now he is in
charge of her and her daughter Julie, two hot blondes.
But being a man… another gadget Stacey was working
on just does not let him sleep… the Bust Enhancer! He
used it on both of the girls, giving Julie quite the
globes and Stacey… well… let‘s not talk about Stacey…
The Bust Enhancer has some quirks… like randomly
changing breast size… and only being useable once per
target… Those need to be fixed! Join Stacey and her
new assistant as they try to fix the Bust Enhancer by
testing it out on a newly acquired Lab-Rat
(N.I.C.O.L.E.).



Argh! FUCK!
Not the clock! 

Where did I put
that remote 

again!?

Down in the secret lab, Doctor Alcone is working in the Bust Enhancer, which
looks just like a normal remote control. But due to her… enhanced assets she
has some trouble working…

Julie…. 
JULIE!

How‘s a girl
supposed to

work with tits
like that?!

I can barely see
down there thanks
to these fucking

globes!

Hm…
Now I just have 
to open that lid
and… Okay no 
way I can do it.



Yes, 
Mother?

I need you to
do the fine-

tuning on the
device!

Of course, 
Mother?

…

Do you see
the red
cable?

Alright
now open 
the lid.



Are you
ready, Julie?

Now if all goes
according to plan, 

we should be able to
reset any previous

changes made by the
Bust Enhancer.

Say bye bye
boobies.



So, I hooked her 
up with a control
tiara and brought
her here… I guess
she‘s missing ever

since…

Once Master 
converted me and 

mother said we needed
a female test subject
she was the first to
pop into my head.

She‘s a waitress
at a coffee
shop I often

frequent.

I know her 
from my way
to school.

This is
Nicole.



What‘s the
test subject‘s
label again?

Nicole.



Mom!
That was 
her name!

I see… 
boring!

N.I.C.O.L.E. … 
hm… what does

it stand for?



Well anyway, the
reset function

seems to be
working.



Almost
there!



Wow!
Those look

tiny… compared
to what they

were moments
ago!

Indeed!



We can finally
set our eyes on 
the expansion

process!

It‘s working!
Now that we
can reset the

Bust Enhancer‘s
changes.

Finally!
Want me to hit
you with the

reset function
first?



They look
awesome

on me!
Well, I guess

Master would
agree.

Want me to
reset you as

well?

Alright!
All back to

normal.

Hell no!
Don‘t you dare
take away my

perfect spheres!



I‘ll let Master 
suck on my

titties in the
meantime.

Call me
when you
are done.

This will 
take some

time.

Yeah, you
do that.

…



Now that they have a rest function they can
start reinventing the Bust Enhancer to add

more control… And how does science work? 

Trial and Error!!



Too big…



What’s up with those nipples!



Now how did that happen?



Let’s end this Teaser with some
words form our lead scientist and
her assisten…



End of Teaser

The full comic is 108 comic pages long
with a lot of transformation sequences. The
comic includes 9 high-definition pinups. It’s
for adults only and available on my
Patreon Site, in my Gumroad-Shop or in
my FANBOX:
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